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Key Concepts:

- creating a repository for sharing best practices, resources, data, and other information
- staying connected throughout the year with subgroup work and monthly topic-based phone meetings
- identify ways to leverage our collective resources

Notes:

Establish a set of best practices - create access to documents, resources, and summary of survey results.

Create the ability to administer a quick survey (e.g. short survey via email).

Develop Official CIC position on particular issues (external advocacy).

Leverage CAS, woods and associates, and other existing resources and tools.

Develop a website? CIC won’t host a website for all of the individual groups; we would have to create our own website.

Sharing Assessment tools and data; can we identify a common set of survey questions so that we can analyze data across institutions?

Central repository for sharing resources.

List of point of contacts for each institution.

There is an opportunity for institutions to work collaboratively with each other to leverage our collective resources.

Structure for continuing conversations during year...have a topic-based monthly conference call based.

Consider identifying subgroups to examine topics and work on tasks/projects -based on the person's area of interest.
Identify which institutions are doing things well and/or their specialty area; have this information easily accessible by the group.

Ongoing communication...Facebook or some other alternative to email?

Proactively advocate for veteran-related issues at the national level with regard to policy making.

Official CIC Membership vs. conference attendance and phone conference are distinct from each other; Multiple people are welcome to attend and participate in the conferences and phone calls.

Try to showcase faculty research.

How do we promote our collective accomplishments as they relate to supporting veterans?

Create a newsletter and perhaps post it to a website.

Consider branding.

This group already has a charter via CIC. Should we charge for membership so funds are available for carrying out our mission?

Sharing Metrics - annual survey or summary document to see data and trends.

Share lists of SVA point of contacts.